
Angle at the centre: taking a point for a walk
by Dietmar Küchemann

The letter by Martin Perkins
in the May 2002 issue of
Mathematics in School
recently caught my eye. It
consists of a few lines of text
and three nice diagrams, the
first of which is shown (with
a slight change in the
lettering) in Figure 1.

The letter refers to an article
by Paul Wakefield (2001) in
which he argues that proofs of the ‘angle at the centre’ theorem
are often incomplete in that they deal only with the situation
shown in Figure 2a below (which he calls “Stage 1”) and ignore
the situations shown in Figures 2b and 2c (“Stage 2” and “Stage
3” respectively).
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Perkins’ diagram shows an even more special case than
Wakefield’s Stage 1, and in his letter he explains how each of
the three stages can be produced by combining two examples
of his special case (by adding, for Stages 1 and 3, and by
subtracting for Stage 2).

The letter and article brought to mind some important
questions, not least how does one arrive at an approach like
the one suggested by Perkins, or, if one doesn’t hit upon it
oneself, how might one appreciate its power? And, more
broadly, how can one develop not just an understanding of a
proof of the theorem but a feel for what the theorem is about?

It is good that proof is making some kind of comeback in the
school mathematics curriculum, but how do we avoid repeating
the mistakes of the 1950s, 60s and 70s? One difficulty is that
a printed proof tells only part of the story, and, from the
persepctive of developing mathematical thinking, only a minor
part. That is, it shows an end product but leaves hidden the
process by which the proof came about. It is possible to follow
a written proof line by line, but still have little sense of what it
is really about, its purpose, or how it came into being. In such
circumstances, it is not surprising that in previous times when

students were required to show that they knew a proof, many
resorted to learning it by rote.

Barbin (1996) gives an interesting account of how the classic
Euclidean proof of the ‘angle sum of a triangle’ theorem might
have arisen. The key to this particular proof (there are of course
other proofs of the theorem) is to draw an exterior angle at a
vertex of a triangle and then to draw a line through the vertex
parallel to the opposite side. Barbin expresses her
dissatisfaction with the fact that “here, as throughout the
Elements, Euclid gives no indication of how he discovered
the proof, or how he had the idea of introducing this marvellous
parallel line which would allow him to establish the result
(ibid, page 199)”1. Without this, the proof might convince,
but it is unlikely to enlighten; moreover, the astonishing
relationship expressed in the theorem is likely to be regarded
as just a mundane fact.

I still well remember my own angle sum epiphany. I was
visiting a 4th form (year 10) mathematics class in which two
girls were having difficulty with a SMILE card on angle. It
seemed that they did not know that the angle sum of a triangle
is 180˚. Fair enough, in those days there was a reluctance to
transmit facts. It then dawned on me that they also had no
sense that the angle sum of a triangle might be constant.
Knowledge of the angle sum was so ingrained in me that I
rarely gave it a thought (as it no doubt is for present day
graduates of the key stage 2 national numeracy strategy).
However, this discovery gave me a jolt. Why indeed should
the sum be constant, never mind come to 180˚? Why, if I move
a vertex of a triangle slightly, but keep the other two fixed, so
that some of the angles change, is the angle sum invariant?
And are there situations where the sum is not invariant? These
questions are not satisfactorily answered just by reciting a
proof.

At a recent exhibition in London of works by Paul Klee it was
stated that Klee used the notion of ‘taking a line for a walk’ to
create many of his drawing and paintings (Kudielka with Riley,
2002, p53). Perhaps we could stimulate our students’
imaginations by doing the same with a point2.

Changing a situation slightly, ie treating it ‘dynamically’, is a
powerful heuristic for gaining insight into some mathematical
situations. It has echoes of Piaget’s conservation tasks and
might help to prepare the ground for mathematical induction.
Consider the (very!) extreme triangle shown in Figure 3a (with
angles 90˚, 90˚ and 0˚) whose angle sum is clearly 180˚
(whether or not you accept it’s a triangle...), and then imagine
changing it into the somewhat less extreme triangle shown in
Figure 3b (see Fischbein, 1982, pp17-18; Smudge, 1999, p84).
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The decrease in the base angles seems to be compensated by
the increase in the third angle. Indeed, Figure 3c shows that
the compensation is exact (and this remains the case if vertex
C moves to a new position as in Figure 3d). Moreover, Figure
3c suggests a nice construction for a general proof that the
angle sum of a triangle is 180˚ - although Paul Wakefield might
want to argue that it only works for triangles where the
projection of C onto AB lies between A and B. Which brings
me back to his article3.
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In producing his three stages (Figures 2a, 2b and 2c, above),
Wakefield describes D as moving clockwise from its position
in Fig 2a (Stage 1). Stage 2 is reached when line AD crosses
point C, and Stage 3 is reached when D moves past B.
Wakefield does not develop this dynamic aspect, but there is
scope for doing so. First, as Stage 2 is entered, we arrive at
Perkins’ special case, which deserves consideration in its own
right.  Then, as we enter Stage 2 proper, triangle ACD (which,
as we shall see later, forms a central part of both Wakefield’s
and Perkins’ proof) switches from an ‘anticlockwise’ to a
‘clockwise’ triangle. Thus, it could be argued, the sign of the
triangle’s angles should change too, so rather than having to
switch to subtracting angles (according to Wakefield) or
subtracting special cases (according to Perkins), we can still
add. (If it doesn't already exist, one can imagine dynamic
geometry software that would do this.)

The transition to Stage 3 is rather strange, as now, according
to Wakefield, the angles involved are ∠ADB and the reflex
angle at C. It seems odd to switch to the reflex angle and I
prefer Perkins’ view that Stage 3 is really the same as Stage 1.
Dynamically, this can be achieved by moving points A and B
in Fig 2a (Stage 1), rather than D, until angle ACB becomes
reflex.

However, it is still interesting to consider what happens as D
moves clockwise and approaches and passes B. Does ∠ADB
stay constant as D gets nearer to B, as the theorem says? DB
gets shorter and shorter, so, to visualise the angle, it is helpful
to extend DB to a point X, and then to think of ∠ADX in
place of ∠ADB, as shown in Figure 4a. As D approaches B,
so the straight line DBX approaches the tangent at B, and when
D reaches B, DBX is the tangent (Figure 4b). Is it still possible
to talk of the angle subtended by AB at B?! Well, maybe not,
but it does not take much to verify that the angle between
tangent (at B) and chord (AB) is half the angle at the centre.
(Yes, this has echoes of another circle theorem.) Furthermore,

as D passes B there is no longer a sudden switch. The
relationship under consideration is still between (non-reflex)
∠ACB and ∠ADX (Figure 4c).
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This dynamic approach indicates that there is perhaps a greater
degree of unity between the three stages than Wakefield’s
treatment suggests - though this does not diminish the
importance that Wakefield attaches to considering all possible
stages.

Figure 5, below, shows Wakefield's proof for Stage 1. The
proof raises some interesting questions.
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By drawing in the line CD
(dashed) we form two isosceles
triangles DCA and DCB with
base ang les  β  and  γ ,
respectively. So the angle
subtended at the circumference
∠ADB = β + γ. Also, as angles
in a triangle sum to π we see
that ∠ACD = π − 2β and
∠BCD = π − 2γ. So, as angles
at a point sum to 2π the angle
subtended at the centre, α, is
equal to:

2π − ∠ACD −∠BCD = 2π − (π − 2β) − (π − 2γ) = 2β + 2γ
= 2(β + γ) = 2 × ∠ADB.

First, how does one hit upon the idea of drawing the line CD?
Wakefield does not discuss this, but clearly it is crucial. The
line creates some triangles, which is often a good strategy as
we know things about triangles. However, more fundamental
than this, the line, in that it is the same length as CA and CB,
expresses the property that D is on the circle. This is another
important heuristic, of making use of the givens. In the original
diagram, D happens to be drawn on the circle, but, in contrast
to A and B, which are connected by equal lines to the centre,
the property is not actually used. Of course, it so happens that
in Perkins’ special case (Figure 1), the line connecting D to C,
and hence the isosceles triangle DCB, is already present. So it
is possible that focussing on this special case, ie on the interface
between Wakefield’s Stages 1 and 2, might lead to the idea of
joining C and D in the more general cases.

Another feature of Wakefield’s proof is that it is very algebraic.
The given properties are represented as algebraic expressions,
which are then manipulated according to the rules of algebraic
syntax. This is perfectly valid and demonstrates the power of
algebra, which is fine if that is what you intended to do. On



the other hand, it provides little or no geometric insight since
it loses touch with the very geometry that the theorem is surely
about.

Perhaps related to this emphasis on algebra, Wakefield has
not extended the line DC, which is a more usual form of the
proof and which would reveal a double version of Perkins’
special case. (This would also allow recourse to the theorem
about the exterior angle of a triangle, which, it seems, students
are now meant to know in Year 8 [DfEE, 2001, p183]).

A more basic approach is shown in Figure 6, where ADB has
been translated to A'CB' (Figure 6b). Instead of the exterior
angle theorem, this goes back to more fundamental geometric
properties (of triangles and parallel lines) and makes use of
the everyday scheme of comparing objects by holding them
next to each other. As can be seen from Figure 6c, the proof
essentially amounts to showing that ∠ ADB = a1 + b1.

Fig. 6a Fig. 6b
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The foregoing has been a discussion about how a dynamic
treatment of the angle at the centre theorem might help (us or
our students) find a proof of the theorem, or, less ambitiously,
how it might help to develop an appreciation of someone else’s
proof, in particular the polished, finalised kind of proof that is
found in text books.

I want now to turn from the proof of the angle at the centre
theorem to a simpler, but obviously related issue of how to
develop a feeling for the theorem per se, ie for the angle
relationship stated by the theorem. For completeness, I also
want to look, in a similar way, at the theorem of which the
angle at the centre theorem is a precursor, namely the ‘angles
in the same segment’ theorem (which states that angles
subtended on a circle by the same arc, and on the same side of
the arc, are equal).

These two theorems are as astonishing in their way as the angle
sum property of a triangle. But how often do any of us still
feel this sense of wonder, and how many school students will
ever feel it?

A way of trying to develop this sensibility is to explore the
situation. If this is done before being presented with a proof,
this might even lead to the development of one’s ‘own’ proof;
and if the theorem itself is also left unstated, this might also
lead to the formulation of ones ‘own’ conjecture, for which
there is then an incentive to find a proof. Discovering a
mathematical idea is a very special experience. However, this

may not always be easy to achieve, and I don’t think we should
be too concerned if we sometimes fail, or fail to help out
students, to re-discover the mathematics of the past. However,
I do think we should find ways to appreciate, and to help our
students appreciate, some of those discoveries.

One way to develop a feel for the angle at the centre theorem,
even after it has been stated and proved, is to look at extremes.
For example, consider the standard configuration in Figure 7a
(Wakefield’s Stage 1) and imagine moving points A and B on
the circle so that they get very close together as in Figures 7b
and 7c.
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First, it is clear that ∠ACB and ∠ADB vary in the same way,
with both getting larger as one moves from Figure 7a to Figure
7b, and both getting smaller as one moves from Figure 7a to
Figure 7c. In Figure 7b, ∠ACB is close to 360˚ and ∠ADB is
close to 180˚, which lends support to the theorem. In Figure
7c, the angles are both close to 0˚, but with ∠ACB larger than
∠ADB, which again supports the theorem, though not as
strongly.

Using this dynamic approach, one could also consider leaving
A and B fixed and taking D for a walk off the circle. According
to the theorem, ∠ADB is 0.5 times the size of angle ∠ACB
when D is on the circle. As D moves towards the centre, C, it
can be seen that this multiplier approaches 1 (Figure 8a); as D
moves further and further away, the multiplier approaches 0
(Figure 8b).
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As well as extreme cases, it can be useful to look at special
cases as these can provide quantitative data. Figure 9a shows
a square whose vertices lie on a circle. We know, independently
of the theorem, that such a configuration is possible and that
here ∠ACB and ∠ADB are 180˚ and 90˚ respectively. Again
this supports the theorem. This can be extended to rectangles
as in Figure 9b. We can also consider a circle that goes through
the vertices of an equilateral triangle (Figure 9c), where, by
symmetry, ∠ACB and ∠ADB must be 120˚ and 60˚. Figure
9d shows another regular polygon (a hexagon this time) and
here again, independently of the theorem, we can determine



the size of angles on a variety of arcs subtended at a variety of
vertices.
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The relationship expressed by the angles in the same segment
theorem is so startling it seems a shame not to give students
the opportunity to ‘discover’ it. So, for example, one might
start with a diagram like Figure 10, below, and the condition
that A and B are fixed but D can move, and ask students to
speculate about how D could move if the
size of the angle at D is to stay the same.
Celia Hoyles and I interviewed some high
attaining secondary school students on a
task similar to this when we were
developing items for the Longitudinal
Proof Project. To our surprise several
students felt that if D was moved
‘horizontally across’ the page (ie parallel
to AB) the angle would remain the same.
For many students, such a misconception is probably quite
easy to overcome, by taking more and more extreme positions
for D. However, until these students have confronted this issue,
it is hard to see what they would get out of the circle theorems,
even if they could go through all the prescribed steps.

By considering extreme positions for D, students are likely to
see that its path must ‘arc down’ in some way, rather than go
‘horizontally across’ the page, if the angle at D is to stay
constant. However, this is still some way from the idea that
the path is on a circle. How one might get to this is difficult to
say, though it will depend in part on the classroom culture and
how the teacher decides to orchestrate the activity. A possible
way forward is to consider another extreme, ie what happens
when D is near to B (or A) and whether the path goes ‘to’ B,
around B (No, because when D is on AB produced the angle
is zero), or between B and A (No, because when D is on AB
the angle is 180˚). Here, the notion of extending the line DB,

as discussed earlier with regard to the transition from Stage 2
to Stage 3, might give further insight.

It seems likely that in the course of exploratory thought
experiments of this kind, some students will suggest that the
path is circular (for whatever reason). Having come up with
this idea, there might be quite a strong desire to test it, and at
this point it might well be worth shifting briefly to a more
empirical approach, perhaps by tracing the path of a constant
angle using dynamic software (or by using two pins and a
piece of card...)4.

Of course, having come up with the right conjecture (or at
least its converse), and having evidence to support it, there is
still the matter of finding a proof. The standard proof involves
little more than first proving the angle at the centre theorem.
However, I imagine that the shift from thinking about constant
angles to thinking about the angle at the centre requires a
greater leap than deciding that the path in the above task might
be on a circle. At this juncture I have to admit that I can’t think
of an activity that would help students make this leap, so here
they might just have to be pushed! However, having been given
this push, students might well only need gentle further guidance
to discover an actual proof for this, for example by means of a
dynamic treatment of Wakefield’s stages, as discussed earlier.

Wakefield refers to the angle at the centre proof given by
Waring (2000), in the report of her research into developing
school students’ proof concepts. The proof is reprinted, as part
of a set of worksheets leading to the angles in the same segment
theorem, in an appendix to thereport by the Royal Society/
JMC (2001, pp61–62) on teaching and learning geometry.
Wakefield criticises the proof for being confined to Stage 1.
This is perhaps slightly harsh, as in the worksheets students
are asked to consider configurations that belong to Wakefield’s
Stages 2 and 3. However, Waring’s approach is problematic,
and I want to finish this paper by taking a closer look.

 Waring’s materials are interesting in that the approach typifies
what has come to be thought of as investigative work in UK
schools. It is this characteristic that I want to look at critically,
not the quality of Waring’s materials per se, which have been
very carefully thought through and whose design is very
thorough. What is of interest here is that the work is very closed,
with a highly directed, step-by-step approach so that it must
be pretty obvious to the students what the author/teacher wants
them to ‘discover’. (In fairness, it could be argued that this is
an inherent difficulty with stand-alone worksheets, but if that
is the case, then perhaps this format should not be used for
investigative work.)

Students are presented with five diagrams, each showing a
circle with three angles subtended on the circle by an arc (ie
angles in the same segment) and also showing the angle at the
centre standing on the arc. Students are asked to measure the
three angles each time, and to “record the results in a table”.
This injunction always worries me. On one hand, students are
being encouraged to be systematic, but it is also an easy way
for students to demonstrate they are working and for teachers
to monitor their output: I fear that such repetitive activity is
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likely to displace rather than foster mathematical thought.

Having produced their 15-cell table, students are asked, “What
seems to be true in each case?”. There follow further questions
that tease out, test and apply the hoped for conjecture (about
angles in the same segment), after which attention is turned to
the angle at the centre, which is tackled in a similar way.
Students are then presented with
a statement of the angle at the
centre theorem and with the
diagram in Figure 11 (though
with no mention of why the
dotted line AON has been
added). Finally, they are taken
through a proof, in a sequence
of step-by-step questions,
starting with this pair:
What can you say about OP, OA
and OQ?  ...Why?

My worry with work of this kind is that, despite all the
measuring, recording, drawing and predicting, the students are
essentially passive throughout. They are carefully lead from
beginning to end, without having to make any decisions for
themselves or to think about the journey. Because the materials
have been carefully thought through, it is possible that at the
end of this, students will be able to state the theorems and
perhaps even be able to reproduce the proofs5. However, I feel
the level of engagement with the mathematics is likely to have
been low, with the element of joy and surprise squeezed out of
the theorems and with not much insight gained into the proofs.
As I hope I have demonstrated, there are surely ways in which
more positive mathematical outcomes can be achieved.

Notes
1One way in which this “marvellous parallel line” could arise is shown
in the informal logo used by the Longitudinal Proof Project, on which I
am the research officer. The logo (see www.ioe.ac.uk/proof) is based on
the idea of tearing corners off a triangle – though it is difficult to imagine
Euclid using such an approach! (The Longitudinal Proof Project is
directed by Professor Celia Hoyles and sponsored by ESRC. Readers of
Mathematics in School might well be familiar with the project's
predecessor (Hoyles and Healy, 1999a, 1999b).)
2Evidence from the Longitudinal Proof Project suggests that currently
few students adopt such a ‘dynamic’ approach spontaneously, though it
is possible that this will change with the increasing use of dynamic
geometry software in schools. In our research we used a question
involving a sketch of a cyclic quadrilateral where the diagonals seemed
to intersect at the centre of the circle and where it was claimed that this
would always be the case for cyclic quadrilaterals (see Hoyles and
Küchemann, 2000). Most students who successfully refuted this claim,
did so by drawing a counter example, usually consisting of a quadrilateral
that was very different from the one in the sketch. Very few students
argued in terms of just moving slightly one of the vertices in the sketch
(which would be enough to move the diagonal from that vertex off the
centre).
3In the Longitudinal Proof Project we used a question where students
were presented with a range of explanations or ‘proofs’ for a simple
angle relationship (Küchemann and Hoyles, 2001). One of the
explanations involved measuring, another involved a special case for
which various angles were known, and a third expressed the relationship
structurally and involved a similar diagram to Figure 3c. When some
high attaining Year 8 students were asked which explanation was closest
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to what they would do, most chose either the empirical or the special
case. However, when asked which explanation would get the best mark
from their teacher, most chose the structural explanation, which suggests
that they could appreciate the special quality of such an explanation
even if they couldn't come up with it themselves.
4Strictly speaking, the above task addresses the converse of the angles
in the same segment theorem, rather than the theorem itself. It can be
argued that it is not good practice to flip between the two, since this
might reinforce the notion that if a statement is true, so is its converse,
which is a widely held belief (Küchemann and Hoyles, 2002). On the
other hand, I think it is quite common when exploring a mathematical
situation to come up with a conjecture but then to decide to pursue its
converse; my feeling is that, rather than trying to avoid this possibility,
one should find time to tackle the issue full on.
5Waring's materials are in a different league from what seems currently
to be the best selling secondary school mathematics series, Key Maths.
In the Higher book (Baker et al, 1998), the approach to the circle theorems
is entirely empirical, with no attempt to look for mathematical reasons
(although the 2001 edition does refer students to worksheets that would
take them through the theorems).
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